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customer's satisfaction, In order to improve yourself and to flex your muscles in your field, the
first thing you need to do is to take part in the B1 exam and do your utmost to get the related
certification, In addition, the most meaningful part for the mock exam is that you can get
familiar with the feelings in the WorldatWork B1 actual exam, which is of great significance for
you to relieve your stress about the exam, so you can take part in the real exam with a peaceful
state of mind.
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NEW QUESTION: 1
For the sentence
"The organization shall encourage all employees to keep abreast of the latest developments in
their particular areas of expertise, through ____________, _____________, and _____________
and shall make adequate resources available to enable this to occur," Choose the correct
combinations of words from the following options:
A. journals, courses, compliance mandates
B. conferences, discussion groups, blog sites
C. courses, educational certification, journals
D. courses, conferences, journals
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Where in the APICGUI is VMM domain created?
A. VM networking > inventory
B. Fabric > Access policies
C. Tenants> Common
D. VM networking > policies
Answer: D
Explanation:
In the APIC GUI click on VM Networking and select the Policies sub-tab
Reference:http://www.virtualizationadmin.com/articles-tutorials/vmware-esx-and-vspherearti
cles/general/cisco-aci-configuring-vmware-integration-apic.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
You implement DB2.
You need to configure the tables in DB2 to host the data from DB1. The solution must meet the

requirements for DB2.
Which type of table and history table storage should you use for the tables? To answer, select
the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
From Scenario: Relecloud plans to implement a data warehouse named DB2.
Box 1: Temporal table
From Scenario:
Relecloud identifies the following requirements for DB2:
Users must be able to view previous versions of the data in DB2 by using aggregates.
DB2 must be able to store more than 40 TB of data.
A system-versioned temporal table is a new type of user table in SQL Server 2017, designed to
keep a full history of data changes and allow easy point in time analysis. A temporal table also
contains a reference to another table with a mirrored schema. The system uses this table to
automatically store the previous version of the row each time a row in the temporal table gets
updated or deleted. This additional table is referred to as the history table, while the main table
that stores current (actual) row versions is referred to as the current table or simply as the
temporal table.
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